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Introduction

This experiment was aimed to ask the following question: How much 

Remover can remove Nail Polish .Before research The hypothesis in this 

project was that if you take your syringe and place it on the cotton ball it may 

can take all of the remover off cause of the chemicals that are in it and they are 

very strong.While researching this experiment i asked myself that if people 

keep putting it  much of the remover on the nail won’t it turn white??so people 

should at least put the right amount that needs to be used on the human nail.



Background

● From the site cosmeticsinfo
https://cosmeticsinfo.org/products/nail-polish-and-enamel-and-removers from this i have learned 
that the Polish remover softens the coat of the Polish, then the treatments that are 
used on the polish it hardens it up and that it is removed very easily.The main 
ingredient in this is acetone.

● From this cite 
https://glimmr.co.uk/wonderful-uses-of-nail-polish-remover-when-cleaning/https://www.sinclairder
matology.com.au/explainer-whats-the-deal-with-acetone-nail-polish-remover-and-is-it-bad-for-your
-nails/ i learned that the ingredient acetone is usually used for cleaning and 
hard degreasing so that could be why acetone is used in this project.

● From the site 
https://www.worldofchemicals.com/637/chemistry-articles/chemistry-of-nail-p
olish.html i learned that Nail Polish is a lacquer that is applied on human nails 
for decoration or protection,also if you place the cotton balls on the Nail and 
then twist it it will come off supposedly.
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Question/Hypothesis

● The question that was aimed in this project was How much amount of Remover can 

remove Nail Polish??.My hypothesis in this experiment was  that if you take your syringe and 

place it on the cotton ball it may can take all of the remover off cause of the chemicals that are 

in it and they are very strong.The reason why this is my hypothesis is cause i found out that 

there is a trick to it where you twist as said in my research and that acetone is basically the main 

ingredient and it is used to de clean it and that since we are putting two layers on it maybe a 

little harder to get it all of in just one twist but it is still possible that it will do that.
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Materials/Procedures
Materials List:

● Nail Polish
● Nail Polish remover 
● Fake Nail
● Syringe(the kind where 

you take medicine)
● Cotton ball

Hazards:

    During this experiment, there is 
no harm or danger in this act. And 
no explosions. All of this was done 
with adult supervision.This was 
also not done with a real nail.

● First Step:
●  Take your fake Nail and some nail polish and 

paint the nail with it make sure to put two layers 
on it.

● Second Step:
●  While the fake nail is drying you would need to 

take some Nail Polish remover and pour some 
in a cap which should be at least halfway.

● Third Step:
●  Take a syringe(make sure it’s the kind you take 

medicine with)and fill it up to the amount given 
on the data.

● Fourth Step:
●  Release the remover and then put it on a 

cotton ball.
● Fifth Step:
●  Put the cotton on the Fake Nail.



Procedure

● First Step:
●  Take your fake Nail and some nail polish and paint the nail 

with it make sure to put two layers on it.
● Second Step:
●  While the fake nail is drying you would need to take some Nail 

Polish remover and pour some in a cap which should be at 
least halfway.

● Third Step:
●  Take a syringe(make sure it’s the kind you take medicine 

with)and fill it up to the amount given on the data.
● Fourth Step:
●  Release the remover and then put it on a cotton ball.
● Fifth Step:
●  Put the cotton on the Fake Nail.
● Sixth Step:

Make sure on the last one try it on your Nail.
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Data 

1ml 10 5 5 6.0

2ml 7 12 2 7

2.2ml 15 4 2 7

                                               Trial 1                  Trial 2                    Trial 3              Average

● While doing this on the 2.2ml i did it on my own nail to see if it would make a difference and it 

made a huge difference  i think that once tried on a human nail it makes a difference cause 

what it is made out of.While trying on the fake nail  i did one swipe for each one to how much it 

would take off and also on my nail.Doing this i observed and saw how the nail polish on the 

fake nail wasn’t coming off as easily as it did on my nail.



Calculations



Conclusion 1

● The answer to the original question would be that it can 
remove about  2ml or 2.2ml of Nail Polish found out during 
the experiment.

●  My hypothesis was mostly wrong in this it takes at least 
three swipes just to get the remover off so i was wrong 
about that.

● The evidence to support this is that while testing everything 
out when i did one swipe while twisting it some came off but 
not all but on my nail it made a difference and about all of it 
came off but it took three swipes also to get it off.

● Some possible errors made in this is the measurements  
and how i calculated it it could’ve been wrong in the data 
and the experiment part i probably could’ve  took some 
wrong steps.

● The quality of the data i probably should’ve put labels on 
their and make sure how to calculate it but i feel like i 
calculated it perfectly fine and nothing went wrong with it . Open Beauty Facts



Conclusion 2

● Nail Techs and future ones may want to know how much 
they should put on their clients nails and for people who 
are at home and wanna know how to do nails and want 
to study finger Nail Polish and remover.

● Improvements i think i should make is my data and 
calculation and try to experiment more on that to make 
the project better and probably the materials and 
procedure doing this it would be good and a 
improvement and to probably do it on a fake  more 
durable nail.
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● SIte 1:The Nail Manufacturer Council on Safety (NMC), a subset of the Professional Beauty 
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and safety issues. To learn more, please visit:  https://probeauty.org/nmc/.
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● Site 1:Site One:Nail Polish and enamel and removers. Cosmetics Info. (2021, 
October 25). Retrieved January 20, 2022, from 
https://www.cosmeticsinfo.org/products/nail-polish-and-enamel-and-removers/ 

● Summary:The Polish removers are basically designed to soften the polishes, 
treatments, and or hardeners so that the coating on the nail can be easily 
removed. Ingredients used in polish removers can include acetone, ethyl acetate, 
and isopropyl alcohol.
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Varnish, Nail Polish. Pinterest. (n.d.). 
Retrieved January 20, 2022, from 
https://www.pinterest.co.uk/pin/6473925
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● Summary:Nail Polish is really 
considered a solvent since it can be 
used for general cleaning to 
people.Acetone does have specific 
benefits which could be effective,safer to 
use inexpensive and other types of 
things.
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Polish. 
worldofchemicals.com. 
(2018, May 29). Retrieved 
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types of nail polish like the 
base coat,top coat,gel polish 
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polish is originated in china 
as said.
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